
Crocs

Materials Required: 

1. Round items for eyes (pool noodle, foam/ polystyrene balls, bottle caps, cupcake liners etc)
2. Felt/ foam sheet/ corrugated paper scraps
3. Scissors 
4. Cardboard
5. Marker (to draw pupils and detail)
6. Skewer or something sharp to make holes with
7. Paper fasteners
8. Punch
9. Pencil
10. Pastel crayons
11. Stickers
12. Apron
13. Double sided tape
14. Glue stick
15. Glue gun
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Cut on the line. Peep 
through your mouth 
and test it out.

Decorate your face and 
cardboard strips with 
pastel crayons.
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Prepare this part before the class begins
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Have round items (pool 
noodle, caps, foam balls, 
cupcake liners etc) for 
eyes and felt/ foam/ or 
colour paper scraps for 
decorations.

The class starts here. 
Show  the children to draw 
a mouth from the one mark 
to the other mark. It can be 
the shape of teeth, or a 
straight line. Encourage a 
straight line if they battle 
with cutting.

Make a hole in the 
centre of the all the 
strips using a skewer or 
something sharp.
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Cut x4 +- 4cm x 18cm 
cardboard strips for each 
child. All 4 strips needs 
to be the same size.

Cut a +- 19cm x 15cm 
rectangle per child.
Make a pencil mark in the 
centre of both short sides, 
indicated with the



Put the two crosses out 
on the table. Now find 
the two holes that you 
punched and match 
them on top of each 
other. If you battle to 
find them, then you can 
punch more holes.
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Hand out paper fasteners. Make a cross with 2 cardboard 
strips and push the paper fastener through. Push It 
through the top one first and then the bottom one. Do not 
put your hand behind as you can hurt yourself. Show the 
children how to open the back flaps so that it is fixed. Now 
connect the second two strips as well. So that you have 
two crosses. Show this step slowly and let each child 
complete it before moving on to the next step. 

Punch a hole at the end of 
each cardboard strip. Remind 
the children that they must 
push the punch in deep and 
that it must be in the centre. If 
they make a mistake punch 
the other side.

7 8 9Design your eyes. You 
can use anything from a 
pool noodle, to a  bottle 
cap to a foam/ 
polystyrene ball. Allow 
the children to decide.

You  can have one or two 
eyes. Stick it down using 
double sided tape.



Time to play 
with your croc
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Go to a safe glue gun station away 
from the children and glue the 
concertina to the face. 

And stickers. Draw 
pupils and detail if 
needed. Whilst the 
children are decorating, 
collect one project at a 
time.

12 13 14Push paper fasteners 
through the holes and 
secure them at the back. 
Now play with your new 
concertina. 

Hand out Pritt/ glue sticks 
and colour paper/ felt/ 
foam sheets.


